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Ibn Al-F ri  And His Spiritual Quest For Divine Love:  
“The Ode Of The T iyya” 
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Abstract: This article discusses the major themes employed by the erudite 
Egyptian Sufi poet, Umar b. Ibn al-F ri  (d. 632/1235), in writing his great poem 
“The Ode of the T iyya” which represents the poet’s journey in search for divine 
love. The multiple concepts which were integrated by the poet namely: patience, 
contentment, and love alongside related concepts such as duality and divine unity 
are studied in detail. Ibn al-F ri ’s discussion of the path culminating in divine unity, 
which is possible only through erasing any traces of duality that was instilled in 
human beings when they came into this world, will also be analyzed. At this 
juncture, it is important to study how the earthbound features and sensual attributes 
could be annihilated for duality to be lifted and for the lover and the beloved to 
return to the original state of spiritual union. During our analysis of the different 
concepts invoked in writing this poem, it is important to trace the origins of the 
themes as they were employed in the writings of earlier Sufi writers in order to 
discern the degree to which the poem represented a continuation with – or an 
original elaboration and development of – Sufi thought. 
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bn l-Fariz v  Onun lahi E q Aray : “Taiyy  Q sid si” 

 

Omneya AYAD** 
 

Xülas : Bu m qal d , Misirli bilg  Sufi air Öm r b. bn l-Farizin (ö. 
632/1235) ilahi e q aray n  t svir ed n “Taiyy  Q sid si”nd ki ana mövzular l  
al nacaqd r. airin inteqrasiya etdiyi çoxsayl  anlay lar: S bir, m mnuniyy t v  
sevgi, ikilik v  ilahi birlik kimi laq li anlay lar n yan nda trafl  kild  ara d r la-
caqd r. bn l-Farizin, bu dünyaya g l rk n insanlara a lanan ikililiyin izl rini 
silm kl  mümkün olan v  ilahi v hd t il  ba a çatan yol haqq ndaki mübahis si d  
t hlil edil c kdir. Bu nöqt d , ikiliyin aradan qald r lmas , a iq v  m uqun orijinal 
m n vi birliy  qay tmas  üçün maddi xüsusiyy tl rin v  hissi atributlar n nec  ara-
dan götürül c yini öyr nm k vacibdir. Bu eirin yaz lmas nda s sl n n f rqli kon-
sepsiyalar n t hlili zaman , eirin sufi dü ünc sinin davam n  -v  ya orijinal kild  
i l nib inki af etdirilm sini - n  d r c d  t msil etdiyini anlamaq üçün, bu konsep-
siyalar n ilk dön m sufi yazarlar n s rl rind ki m n yini izl m k ön mlidir. 

Açar Sözl r: lahi E q, Öm r b. bn l-Fariz, d rd, s bir, r za, ilahi birlik, 
e qin ikiliyi, l-Taiyy  l-Kübra, N zm l-Süluk, e q andla mas , Sufizm, Mistik 
e q, T s vvüf d biyyat .  
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And if in my ruin alone I may become your intimate, 
O hasten now my ruin, and let my life be your ransom; 
And as you wish, try me in my passion for you 
for whatsoever your pleasure is, that is my choice.2 

 
Umar b. Ibn al-F ri  (d. 632/1235)3 is one of the greatest Egyptian poets 

who expressed his divine love in the most refined and aesthetic form of poetry. 
He was granted the title ‘The Sultan of Lovers’ (Sul n al- shiq n) and was 
known among both his proponents and detractors as the master of poets in his 
time (sayyid shu ar  a rih).4 In this article we aim to discuss the main themes 
that Ibn al-F ri  integrated in his quest for divine love in his poem “The Ode of 
the T iyya”, namely: patience, contentment, and love alongside related concepts 
such as duality and divine unity. We will study the different degrees of the 
spiritual station of patience and how the lover is elevated from the stage of 
refraining from complaining about his suffering from the pain of separation, to 
reach a stage where he is in a total state of compliance with whatever his beloved 
desires, and thus his heart remains calm in both the state of calamity and blessing. 
Then the final stage of love is studied in detail where the lover’s independent 
will is lost and his only wish becomes what his beloved wills and chooses for 
him. Ibn al-F ri  also discusses how the burden of affliction is lightened and 
how the bitterness of adversity is sweetened when the lover contemplates that 
the source of this agony is none other than his Beloved and how only then does 
the lover cease to feel the pain of love. Finally, we will analyze Ibn al-F ri ’s 
understanding of the divine covenant of love and how the lover can keep his love 
intact without being broken or weakened when befallen by afflictions. It is also 
important to shed some light on Ibn al-F ri ’s discussion of the path culminating 
in divine unity which is only possible through erasing any traces of duality that 
was instilled in human beings when they came into this world. At this juncture 
it is important to study how the earthbound features and sensual attributes could 
be annihilated in order for duality to be lifted and for the lover and the beloved 
to return to the original state of spiritual union. 

During our analysis of the different concepts invoked in writing this poem, 
it is important to trace the origins of the themes as they were employed in the 
writings of earlier Sufi writers in order to discern the the degree to which the 

                                                            
2 Umar Ibn al-F ri , The Mystical Poems of Ibn al-F ri , trns. A. J. Arberry, Chester Betty 
Monographs No. 6 (Dublin: Emery Walker, 1956), 66. (with slight modification). 
3 Khayr al-D n al-Zarkaly, Al-A l m: Q m s tar jim li-ashhar al-rij l wa-l nis min al- arab 
wa-l musta rib n wa-l mustashriq n, ‘Ibn al-F ri ’ (Beirut: D r al- Ilm li-l Mal y n, 1986), 7th 
ed., vol. 5, 55.  
4 Zayn al-D n Mu ammad Abd al-Ra f al- Man w , al- abaq t al-Kubr : al-Kaw kib al-
Durriyya f  abaq t al-s da al- fiyya, ed. Mu ammad Ad b al-J dir, (Beirut: D r dir,1999), 
1st ed., vol. 2, 495, see also Ibn Im d al- anbal , Shadhar t al-dhahab f  akhb r man dhahab, 
ed. Ma m d al- Arnaut (Beirut, D r Ibn Kath r, 1991), 1st ed, vol. 7, 261. See also al-Zarkaly, 
Al-A l m, ‘Ibn al-F ri , 55, 56. 
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poem represented a continuation with – or an original elaboration and 
development of – Sufi thought. 

The biography of Ibn al-F ri  is widely available in many biographical 
dictionaries5, the earliest of which was written by his contemporary Shams al-
D n ibn Khallik n (d. 681/1282) who described Ibn al-F ri  as pious and as a 
lover of charity, praising his writing style as graceful, and likening his approach 
to that of the ascetics.6 Few other biographers would follow suit in writing so 
effusively about Ibn al F ri , as the controversial nature of his works 
undoubtedly discouraged writers of subsequent biographical dictionaries from 
stating any admiration for the thoughts of Ibn al-F ri  – much as was the case 
with other ‘controversial’ Sufi figures such as Ibn Arab  (d. 638/1240), Ibn 
Sab n (d. 669/1271), Af f al-D n Tilims n  (d. 690/1291), and adr al-D n 
Q naw  (d. 673/1274) – out of fear of condemnation by their opponents. 

Abd al-Ra f al-Man w  (d. 1031/1621) was one of the few exceptions 
who was adamant to express in his biographical dictionary, al-Kaw kib al-
Durriyya f  tar jim al-S da al- fiyya, the necessity of supporting, following, 
and glorifying the Sufi beliefs and thoughts of these figures. However, al-
Man w  stated that it is prohibited for those who are untrained and not well 
versed in Sufism to read their books as they would fail to interpret ecstatic 
writings (sha a t) in a way that would be in compliance with the Shar a.7 It is 
also worth noting that al-Man w  wrote a commentary on “The Ode of the 
T iyyah” entitled Shar  T iyyat Ibn al-F ri . Ibn al- Im d al- anbal  (d. 
1089/1679) in his biographical dictionary Shadhar t al-Dhahab f  Akhb r man 
Dhahab followed the approach of al-Man w  in defending Ibn al-F ri , and in 
fact prefaces the latter’s name at the beginning of his biographical entry with 
‘sayyid ’ (my master).  

His full name is Umar ibn Ab  al- asan Al  ibn Murshid ibn Al , al-
amaw  al-Mi r . His epithet is Ab  al-Q sim or Ab  afs. His father came 

from the city of amah in Syria (hence “al- amaw ”) and resided in Egypt 
(hence “al-Mi r ”) where he held the position of deciding the rights (fur ) of 
women over men in courts. Therefore, his father was recognised as the decider 
of rights (al-f ri ) and in turn his son was widely known as “Ibn al-F ri ”. Ibn 
al-F ri  was beautiful, noble, well dressed, an amicable friend, had a fine 
temperament, was an eloquent orator, and was a generous giver. He was born in 
Egypt in 566/1181 and was raised in a family that preferred asceticism (zuhd) 
and thus his love of Sufism developed at an early age. Ibn al-F ri  studied 
different Islamic sciences under the auspices of the renowned scholars of his 
time. For example, he learned Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) and hadith (prophetic 
traditions) with Ab  Mu ammad ibn As kir (d. 600/1203); and later al- fi  
al-Mundhir  (d. 656/1258) would became one of Ibn al-F ri ’s distinguished 
students, among others. After mastering various Islamic sciences, he found his 

                                                            
5 For the list of the biographical dictionaries in which Ibn al-F ri ’s biography is mentioned see 
Man w , 495, footnote 1. 
6 Ibn Khallik n, Wafay t al-a y n wa anb  abn  al-zam n, ed. Ihs n Abb s (Beirut: D r dir, 
1972), vol. 3, 454-455. 
7 Al- Man w , al- abaq t al-Kubr , 502, 503. 
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heart yearning towards spiritual retreats ( uzla) and eager to tread the Sufi path. 
He used to spend his days and nights in worship on the Muqattam Mountain 
overlooking Cairo for a period of time, and then go back to stay with his father 
for a while, and then he would miss his life in solitude so he would go back to 
the mountain. Despite his constant worship he did not experience any spiritual 
opening (fat  il h ) and thus he was advised to head to Makka where he would 
spend fifteen years in worship until God granted him spiritual openings. Then he 
found his way back to Egypt where he resided in the Mosque of al-Azhar in 
Cairo and had visitors and students from both the general public and the elites 
seeking to benefit from his spiritual experiences and Sufi knowledge. He died in 
632/1235 at the age of 56 and was buried in the famous al-Qar fah cemetery 
(‘City of the Dead’) at the foot of the Muqattam Mountain.8  

Umar Ibn al-F ri  lived in the 7th/13th century which was known as the 
golden age of Sufism when Sufi concepts gained deeper theoretical dimensions 
with the emergence of many erudite Sufi figures such as Abd al-Q dir al-J l n  
(d. 561/1166), Mu y  al-D n Ibn Arab  (d. 638/1240), Shih b al-Din Ab  afs 
Umar al-Suhraward  (d. 632/1234), Shih b al-D n al-Suhraward  (d. 586/1191), 

Jal l al-D n al-R m  (d. 672/1273), Far d al-D n al- A r (d. 618/1221), Yunus 
Emre (d. 720/1320) and finally with Umar Ibn al-F ri  himself. This century 
also marked a key stage of development in the area of philosophical Sufi thought 
due to the exposure of Sufism to the School of Illumination (al-ishr q) borne of 
the ideas of the Persian Sufi Shih b al-D n Ya ya al-Suhraward  (d. 586/1191). 
Moreover, in this century the expression of Sufism took on new forms beyond 
the conventional mode of the scholarly prose of Sufi treatises, most notably 
through the artistic forms of poetry, music, and even architecture. Politically Ibn 
al-F ri  was living during a tumultuous time when the Islamic world was 
confronted by the Crusades, facing the invasion of Spain by the Franks, as well 
as the beginnings of the Mongol invasions in the East. Ibn al-F ri  was born in 
Cairo shortly after the emergence of the Ayyubid dynasty (1171-1260), during a 
time of historical significance as both the Levant and Egypt were shifting from 
centuries of Fatimid rule (909-1171) to the rule of the ascendant Sunni Ayyubids 
(1170–1260). Cairo was the cultural, scientific, and religious capital of the 
Fatimid caliphate and it continued be of central importance under the rulership 
of the Ayyubids. The Ayyubid sultans contributed to reviving the Sunni juristic 
schools in opposition to the Shiite ones which were popular during the reign of 
the Fatimids.9 Not only were the Ayyubids interested in developing the religious 
sciences, literature, and the applied sciences, but they also favored Sufism and 
built for the first time in Egypt a syndicate organizing and protecting the affairs 
of the different Sufi schools.10 This nourishing environment led to the rise of 
many Sufi figures who had many encounters with Ibn al-F ri  such as the great 
polymath Jal l al-D n al-Suy  (d. 911/1505); the aforementioned scholar, 

                                                            
8 Al- Man w , al- abaq t al-Kubr , 496, 497, Ibn Im d al- anbal , Shadhar t al-dhahab, 262, 
263. 
9 Mu ammad Mu tafa ilm , Ibn al-F ri  wa-l ubb al-il h  (Cairo: D r al-Ma rif, ND), 2nd 
ed., 37. 
10 Ibid., 39. 
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judge, and biographer Q d  al-Qu h Shams al-D n ibn Khallik n; Burh n al-
D n al-Ja bar  (d. 732/1328), an ascetic preacher who was well versed in spiritual 
states and stations; Shih b al-D n Mu ammad Ibn al-Khaym  (d.685/1286) who 
was popular for his elegant poetry; and Shih b al-Din Umar al-Suhraward , the 
author of Aw rif al-Ma rif who was in a direct contact with Ibn al-F ri  and 
who was, in fact, his close friend. The most important source of influence on Ibn 
al-F ri  was Mu y  al-D n Ibn Arab  whose Sufi school left its imprints on the 
poetry of Ibn al-F ri . 11 

 
“Na m al-Sul k” (or, “al-T iyy  al-Kubr ”) 
This poem contains 670 verses and marks Ibn al-F ri ’s spiritual quest to 

meet his beloved. This journey starts with expressing the classic agony of 
separation (tafriqah) from the beloved. The second stage signifies the joy and 
ecstasy of uniting (wa dah) with the beloved. It was named al-T iyy  al-Kubr  
to distinguish it from the author’s shorter poem called al-T iyy  al- ughrah 
which contains only 103 verses.12 

Sa d al-D n al-Fargh n  (d.c. 699/1300) was the first to write a 
commentary on al-T iyy  al-Kubr , and it is narrated in the sources that Ibn 
Arab  wrote some scattered notes as commentary on the poem and that adr al-

D n al-Q naw  (d. 672/1274) later asked al-Fargh n  to develop those notes into 
a complete commentary. Al-Fargh n  first read this commentary out to Mevlânâ 
Jal l al-D n al-R m  and then he wrote the commentary down first in Persian 
and then in Arabic, entitling it Muntah  al-Mad rik.13 Ibn al-F ri ’s poem 
attracted the attention of many renowned scholars over the centuries who wrote 
commentaries on it, such as Sir j al-D n al-Ghaznaw  al-Hind  al- anaf  (d. 
773/1372), Shams al-D n al-Bis m  al-M lik  (d.842/1438-1439), Jal l al-D n 
al-Qazw n  al-Sh fi  (d. 739/1338), Sa d al-D n al-Fargh n , Abd al-Razz q 
al-K sh n  (d. 730–6/1329–35), and D w d al-Qay ar  (d. 751/1350), among 
others.14 As for those who were critical of the poem, we find most prominent 
among them Taq  al-D n A mad Ibn Taymiyya (d.728/1328), who wrote against 
the “T iyy ” in Majm at al-Ras il wa’l-Mas il; Ibn ajar al- Asqal n  (d. 
852/1449) who did likewise in his Lis n al-M z n; and Ibr h m ibn Umar ibn 

asan al-Biq  (d. 885/1480), who was a student of al- Asqal n ’s and who also 
wrote against the poem in his work Al-N tiq bi’l- aw b al-Far d li-Takf r ibn 
al-F ri .15 

This poem in particular is significant in that it was not composed in a state 
of consciousness but was rather the result of a state of divine attraction (jadhb) 
where the poet was in a state of absence (ghayba) from his intellectual faculties 

                                                            
11 ilm , Ibn al-F ri  wa-l ubb al-il h , 40-41. 
12 H j  Khal fa, Kashf al- Zun n, ‘al- iyya fi-l ta awwuf’ (Beirut: D r I y  al-Tur th al-
Arab , ND), vol. 1, 267. 

13 Ibid., 265-267. 
14 Ibid., 265-267, see also Ibn Im d al- anbal , Shadhar t al-dhahab, vol. 7, p. 263, 264. 
15 Issa J. Boullata, Verbal Arabesque and Mystical Union: A Study of Ibn al-Farid's "Al-Ta'iyya 
al-Kubra", Arab Studies Quarterly, Spring 1981, vol. 3, No. 2 (Spring 1981), 152. 
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and was immersed in the divine presence (al- a ra al-il h yya).16 The unusual 
conditions under which the poem was composed were not contested by 
Nicholson who, on the contrary, explained that Ibn al-F ri ’s revelation and 
visions were beautifully articulated and delicately versified, and that the 
inevitable impression of repetition of themes were overcome by the refined 
literary and artistic style of expression. Nicholson, ultimately, described Ibn al-
F ri ’s poetry as ‘a miracle of literary accomplishment’.17 

 
Patience and Contentment: the Road to Love 
Ibn al-F ri  starts his journey of love to reach the beloved in the below-

mentioned verses by introducing the concept of patience ( abr), which indicates 
resilience in the midst of afflictions caused by the pain of seperation from the 
beloved. Such patience requires the lover to refrain from complaining about the 
divine decree, as complaining creates doubts regarding the sincerity of love. As 
the spiritual quest continues, the poet is elevated from suffering from the weight 
of calamity and the bitterness of adversity to a spiritual state where affliction 
turns into a blessing and the bitterness is replaced with sweetness due to his 
reaching a state of contentment with the divine rulings and decrees coming from 
the beloved.  

        ***          18 
And yet the excellence of my fortitude   
Prevents me from complaining, though indeed 
Had I protested to my enemies 

19.They would have satisfied my deep complaint 
           ***           20 

That I endure with patience, loving thee. 
21The burden of that love, shall issue fair 

             ***            22 
Whatsoever woe befalls me is a grace,  

23Let my resolve be but secure, my knotted vows yet tied 
             ***       24 

Now every pain in love, if it appear 
From thee, to it I offer all my thanks 

25And no complaining 
            ***            26 

                                                            
16 ilm , Ibn al-F ri  wa-l ubb al-il h , 62, see aslo arabesque Verbal Arabesque and Mystical 
Union, 156. 
17 Boullata, Verbal Arabesque and Mystical Union, 155, 156. 
18 Umar Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri  (Cairo: D r al- aram li-l Tur th, 2014), 1st ed., p. 59. 
19 Umar Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, trns. A. J. Arberry, Chester Betty Monographs No. 
5 (London: Emery Walker, 1952), 13. 
20 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 59. 
21 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 13. 
22 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 59. 
23 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 13.  
24 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 59. 
25 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 13. 
26 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 59. 
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Yea, though the torments of too ardent love 
Assail me, they shall be for dear love’s sake 

27.Reckoned as blessings 
         ***         28 

All my misery 
And tribulation, being wrought by thee, 
I count a benefaction, and to wear 
The garment of affliction for thy sake 

29.Is grace abounding 
In these verses Ibn al-F ri  expresses the longing of his heart for the 

beloved and the agony he suffers in love, yet his resilience and patience ( abr) 
in enduring the pain of love prevent him from complaining about his suffering 
to the adversaries who frown upon love. Although the poet might find relief in 
disclosing his agony, he remains steadfast in hiding his pain. Ibn al-F ri  goes 
further to explain that the bitterness of patience in enduring calamities is 
sweetened if the adversities are meted out by the beloved, yet he declares that 
his patience falls short when he has to endure not witnessing or conversing with 
his beloved.  

Abd al-Razz q al-K sh n  in his commentary on these verses explains 
that the first type of patience is related to the self (nafs), whereas the latter is 
related to the spirit (r ).30 Ibn al-F ri  was speaking about the latter type of 
patience which he finds very hard, as enduring the longing and yearning for the 
beloved without ever meeting her causes so much anguish. However, 
complaining about the agony resulting from separation from the beloved, or of a 
befallen affliction, calls the sincerity of the lover into question.  

Ibn al-F ri  elaborates on the power of the covenant of love and of how 
when the lover is resilient in keeping his vows to his beloved intact, the 
adversities coming from the beloved turn into gifts and blessings. Therefore, he 
ceases to complain and instead embraces gratitude for realizing the inner bliss in 
outer suffering. The transformation of affliction into a source of joy – rather than 
a cause of pain – led to the poet’s appreciation of the agony of longing, and of 
the anguish of yearning for the beloved, to be also counted as blessings worth 
praising. Ibn al-F ri  here discloses the reason for appreciating trials as it is the 
way of the beloved to test the sincerity of her lover. Finally, Ibn al-F ri  
concludes these verses by stating his gratefulness for these afflictions as they are 
the way by which the beloved compliments her admirer.31  

When we trace the concept of patience with affliction in the writings of 
earlier Sufis so as to explain why Ibn al-F ri  pictures calamities as hidden 
treasures, and how he interweaves it with divine love, we find that when Ab  al-
Q sim al-Qushayr  (d. 465/1072-1073) discusses the issue of patience he 

                                                            
27 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 13. 
28 Ibid 59, verse 49. 
29 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 13. 
30 Abd al-Razz q al-Kash n , Kashf al-wuj h al-ghur li- ma n  kashf al-dur: shar  T iyya Ibn 
al-F ri , ed. A mad Far d al-Maz d  (Beirut: D r al-Kutub al- Ilmiyya, 2005), 1st ed., 56. 
31 Al-Kash n , Kashf al-wuj h al-ghur, 56, 57. 
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mentions that before mastering the art of patience, there is a preliminary step of 
‘acting patient’ (ta abbur). This means that although one does not show any 
outer signs of complaint or dissatisfaction, the calamity still takes its toll on the 
heart and thus one feels the burden of the turmoil that has befallen them. As for 
patience, one of its concomitants is being unable to differentiate between the 
state of blessing and that of affliction, as your heart is not disturbed by either of 
them.32 Here we notice that Ibn al-F ri  did not only feel neutral towards both 
blessing (ni ma) and affliction (mi na), but in fact reached a status of patience 
where he perceives affliction as a blessing. Ab  Al  al-Daqq q (d. 405/1015), 
in his interpretation of the final verse of S rat al- Imr n – “…be patient, vie in 
patience, and be steadfast” (i bir  wa- bir  wa-r bi ) (3:200) – indicates that 
the first level of patience is for the self to remain obedient to God, that the second 
level of patience is for the heart to bear afflictions for the sake of God, and the 
last level is for the spirit to remain steadfast in longing for and yearning to return 
to God.33 Here we realize that Ibn al-F ri  merges his patience in bearing 
afflictions with that of staying faithful in his longing for God, as the source of 
his affliction is his love for God. 

The concept of lamenting a befallen calamity, as Ibn Arab  explains, is 
only worthy of blame when the lament is directed towards people because 
complaining to people indicates a reliance upon their assistance in the face of the 
befallen calamity. As for imploring God to lift hardships and afflictions, it is a 
praiseworthy act and does not negate the essence of patience. This is personified 
in the example of the Prophet Job (Ayy b) who complained unto God saying, 
“…Behold, affliction has visited me, and Thou art the most merciful of the 
merciful” ( ann  massaniya a - urru wa- anta ar amu ar-r im n) (S rat al-
Anb y , 21:83), and God in turn praised him by saying, “…Truly We have 
found him patient” ( inn  wajadn hu biran) (S rat d, 38:44). Therefore, 
agitating against God’s revealed decree and challenging the Divine Will in the 
midst of befallen calamities, or complaining about one’s afflictions to others, 
negates patience and its concomitants of showing one’s helplessness, need, and 
destitution before God. Ibn Arab  further explains that refraining from 
complaining to people does not mean we are not allowed to seek people’s help 
– rather, we are obliged to turn to secondary causes to solve hardships, but our 
hearts should always be attached to the Causer of All Causes (Musabib al-Asb b) 
as secondary causes are nothing but means made effective and useful only by 
God’s will.34 

This meaning was reiterated by Ab  Bakr al-Shibl  (d. 334/946) when he 
was asked about the hardest kind of patience and he responded that it was 
patience in God (al- abr f ’l-ll h) which means to be patient in obeying God’s 
orders and refraining from what He forbids, or to stand patient in the face of 
calamities. But the man who asked the question corrected him by saying that the 

                                                            
32 Ab  al-Q sim al-Qushayr , al-Ris la al-Qushayriyya (Caior: Al-Maktaba al-Tawfiqiyya, ND), 
256. 
33 al-Qushayr , al-Ris la al-Qushayriyya, 257. 
34 Mu y  al-D n Ibn Arab , al-Fut t al-Makkiyya,1st edition. (Beirut: D r al-Kutub al-
Ilmiyya, 1999), vol. 3, vol. 3, chapter 125, p. 310-313. 
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hardest type of patience is the patience of separation from God (al- abr an 
All h).35 Al-Qushayr  refers to the patience required to obey the divine 
commandments and to refrain from what is forbidden as patience related to the 
actions of the devout ( abr al  m  h wa kasb li’l- abd), whereas the patience 
of non-actions ( abr al  m  laysa bi-kasb) is in relation to afflictions resulting 
from the divine decree without any interference of the human element36, which 
is the type that Ibn al-F ri  refers to in the abovementioned verses.  

Ab  lib al-Makk  (d. 386/996) states that remaining tranquil and 
deeming the tribulation to be a blessing is the highest degree of patience which 
is reserved for the people of proximity (muqarrab n). For example Umar ibn 
Abd al- Az z (d. 101/720) – who was in fact the eighth Umayyad caliph, but 

who is prominent in the earliest sources for his exceptial piety – once stated, “I 
wake up and I only find my contentment in times of affliction.”37 According to 
some Sufis, the initial degree of patience is to cease complaining (shakw ) which 
is the degree of the repentants (taww b n), followed by the degree of 
contentment (ri ) with divine providence (qadar) which is the status of the 
ascetics (z hid n), and the most elevated status of patience is loving (ma abbah) 
God’s actions for the devout, and that is the degree of the truthful (al- diq n).38 
Here we realize that Ibn al-F ri  followed this hierarchy as he begins his verses 
by refusing to disclose his suffering, and then he was elevated in status to find 
pleasure and contentment in affliction, and then finally he confessed that 
whatever comes from the beloved is loved by him. This corresponds, for 
instance, to what we find in the writings of someone like Ab  mid al-Ghaz l  
(d. 505/1111, where the spiritual station of patience ( abr) is followed by the 
station of contentment (ri ), which is in turn followed by the station of love 
(ma abbah).39 

 
The Suffering of Love 
In the following verses we notice how Ibn al-F ri  moves from the station 

of patience, where he expresses his full contentment with the divine decree, to 
reach the station of love where he speaks about the agony of his heart and the 
suffering of his body in the path of love, expressing the depth of his unwavering 
love for his beloved: 

 
          ***         40 

The body’s restoration (sickness-won 
In loving her) is health indeed thereto: 

41 .The soul’s destruction is true chivalry 

                                                            
35 Ab  Na r al-Sarr j al-T s , Luma  (Cairo: al-Maktaba al-Tawfiqiyya, ND), p. 52. 54. 
36 Al-Qushayr , Al-Ris la al-Qushayriyya, 255.  
37 Ab  lib al- Makk , Q t al-qul b f  mu‘ malat al-ma b b wa wasf r q al-mur d il  maq m 
al-taw d, ed. Ma m d Ibr h m al-Ridw n  (Cairo: Maktabat D r al-Tur th, 2001), 1st ed, vol. 
2, p. 549. 
38 Ibid., vol. 2, 551. 
39 Ab  mid al- Ghaz l , I y ’ ‘ul m al-d n (Cairo: al- Maktabah al Tawf qiyya, ND), vol. 4, 95. 
40 Diw n Ibn al-F ri , p. 90, verse 338. 
41 The Mystical Poems of Ibn al-F ri , 39. 
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           ***           42 
My death in passion’s ecstasy for her 
Is sweetest life, and if I do not die 

43In love, I live for ever in death’s throes 
            ***         44 

O my fair fortitude, unfaltering 
Accord thee with her pleasure whom I love, 

45 .Nor succour Fate to triumph over me 
          ***            46 

O my long-suffering, as obedience 
Unto her love requireth, still endure 

47;verpass thee!) every woeMay faintness o( 
        ***         48 

O wasted body, seek oblivion 
Of any cure; O liver, who will be 

49?My warrant thou shalt not be wholly crushed 
 

          ***         50 
Whate’er thy pleasure is 
(And death itself be lighter to endure) 
I am content therewith, since love aflame 

51.Hath made me so contented 
          ***       52 

For my soul 
Was vexed not love destroyed it all in pain. 
Since such impatience had been following 

53.Ensample not mine own 
            ***            54 

And never terror of encountered woe 
Deflected me from following thy path. 

55.Nor all the malice there afflicting me 
              ***       56 

                                                            
42 Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 90, verse 339. 
43 The Mystical Poems of Ibn al-F ri , 39. 
44 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 90, verse 342. 
45 Ibn al-F ri , The Mystical Poems of Ibn al-F ri , 39. 
46 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 90, verse 343. 
47 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 39. 
48 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 90, verse 344. 
49 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 39, verse, 40. 
50 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 91, verse 349.   
51 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 40. 
52 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 91, verse 350. 
53 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 40. 
54 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 60. 
55 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 14. 
56 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 60. 
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Nor was it self-restraint that made me bear 
All that beset me on thy dear behalf 
To qualify me for applause, or prove 

57eserving praiseMy love d 
          ***         58 

Thy loveliness that summoneth all hearts to worship thee. 
Decreed that I should suffer and with joy 
What I have told, and all the furthest reach 

59equel to my historyThat stretches s 
 

Here Ibn al-F ri  illustrates that the pain of his heart and the sickness of 
his body is necessary due to the manifestation (tajall ) of the beloved in his heart. 
He continues that he patiently endures this suffering and contentedly views the 
ailment of his body as a requirement of love. He also perceives the ruining of his 
soul as chivalry and his death for the sake of his beloved a noble life. He further 
elaborates that if he remained alive he would be living with agony and tormented 
by love. Therefore, death is the real life as it is the way to reach the One True 
Being (al-dh t al-a ad yya) and chivalry requires him to forsake his life when 
he meets his beloved.60 The physical illness of his body and the spiritual agony 
of his heart are due to being separated from his beloved, but they do not keep the 
poet from holding tight to patience for the sake of the contentment of his beloved 
and of enduring – come what may – in obedience to his beloved. The pain of 
love took its toll on the poet’s body which fell into weakness and illness, yet Ibn 
al-F ri  was adamant to stay faithful to his beloved, and paid no heed to the 
agony of his own body. He adds that the suffering of his body is not curable, as 
it results from seperation from his beloved and thus encouraged his body to 
remain steadfast upon the path of love.61 Despite all the anguish that the poet 
suffers, he states that any affliction from the beloved is met only by his 
contentment (ri ) and that even death is more preferable to being rejected, 
repudiated, or repelled by his beloved. The contentment of the poet with pain 
and turmoil originate from his true love for the beloved, as the lover does not 
have an independent will separate from that of his beloved. He only wills what 
his lover wills, or else he cannot be called a true lover.62 The poet further declares 
that his resilience and fortitude are not weakened by adversities, and confesses 
that the source of his strength does not originate from his own self, and thus he 
does not deserve any praise. His tenacity is rather a consequence of the dashing 
beauty and dazzling charm of the beloved. Reaching his beloved is conditioned 
on detaching himself from all else, and that is where affliction comes into play. 
Although adversity is seen from the outside as a heavy burden that has to be 
suffered with fortitude, the inner truth is that the lover does not feel the heaviness 

                                                            
57 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 14. 
58 Ibn al-F ri , Diw n Ibn al-F ri , 60, verse 55. 
59 Ibn al-F ri , The Poem of the Way, 14. 
60 Al-Kash n , Kashf al-wuj h al-ghur, 139. 
61 Ibid., 140. 
62 Ibid., 141. 
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of adversities as they are lightened by the beauty of the beloved inflicting them, 
and thus the lover ceases to suffer in his love.63  

In these above verses we see the power of love and its impact on turning 
the bitterness of calamities to the sweetness of bliss.  At this juncture, it is 
benefitial to shed some light on the definition of divine love in Sufi doctrine and 
its importance in reaching spiritual divine unity with the beloved. The usage of 
the terms ubb and ‘ishq to describe the relationship between human beings and 
God occurred during the early history of Islamic spirituality. Despite the fact that 
many Sufis agree on the inexplicable nature of love itself and that it can only be 
experienced through tasting (dhawq), in the huge corpus of Sufi literature 
various definitions can nevertheless be found. The Ikhw n al- af , for example, 
were among those who attempted to define love (ma abba), describing it as an 
“intense yearning for unification.”64 As for the term ‘ishq, the Ikhw n al- af , 
in their treatise Ris lat m hiyat al-‘ishq, compared human beings and God as 
objects of ardent love (‘ishq) and concluded that directing one’s ardent love to 
God is more appropriate and worthy as He is the one who created all the objects 
of love. They added that human love is subject to fluctuation and change as the 
lover could be separated from his beloved by choice, or through boredom, or by 
destiny, or through death or any number of other factors.65 

Although the term ‘ishq appears in the early classical period of Sufism, the 
doctrine of mystical love itself did not gain popularity in Sufi writings until the 
sixth/twelfth century with the great example of the poetic writings of Ibn al-
F ri . 

In al-Luma’ written by Ab  Na r al-Sarr j al-T s  (d.378/988), three types 
of love are differentiated. The first is the love of God’s bounties and blessings 
and that is the most general type. Al-Sarr j associated this type of love with some 
key virtues such as compliance to God’s will, obedience, and ceaseless 
invocation of Him. The second type of love is generated from contemplating 
God’s incomparable majesty, limitless power, and infinite knowledge. This kind 
is associated with the sincere ones (al- diq n). The third type of love is the result 
of recognizing God’s infinite love for the devotee in pre-eternity, and in its 
consequent reciprocity of the devotee loving Him back with no reasons attached. 
This love is associated with the gnostics (al-‘ rif n). When Dh  al-N n al-Mi r  
(d. 246/859) was asked about this purest kind of love, he said, “It is the absence 
of love from one’s heart and limbs so love no longer possesses any place in them, 
and at this moment all things are performed with God (bill h) and for God 
(lill h), and this is the characteristic of the lover of God”.66 The same meaning 
was reiterated by Ab  Ya‘q b al- s   when he stated that the Beloved existed 

                                                            
63 Al-Kash n , Kashf al-wuj h al-ghur, 59-60. 
64 William Chittick, “Divine and Human Love in Islam”. In Divine Love: Perspectives from the 
World’s Religious Traditions. Edited by Jeff Levin and Stephen G. Post (Pa: Templeton Press, 
2010), 171. 
65 Lois Anita Giffen, Theory of Profane Love Among the Arabs: The Development of the Genre 
(New York: New York University Press, 1971), 144. 
66 Al- all j, Akhb r al- all j, 27, see also L. Lewisohn, “Sufism’s Religion of Love from 
R bi‘a to Ibn ‘Arab ”, 157; Ab  Na r al-Sarr j al-T s , Luma‘ (Cairo: D r al-kutub al- ad tha, 
1960, Baghd d: Maktabat al-Muthan , 1960), 88. 
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in eternity before the lover’s love for Him even existed. Therefore, this 
annihilation of love is the transition from the lover’s love of the Beloved (which 
is finite and temporal) to the love of the Beloved (who existed since pre-eternity). 
Only then does the lover become a lover “without love”. Probably identifying 
the lover with the Beloved in this way – i.e. without the transition of love – was 
the meaning that al-Junayd al-Baghd d  (d. 297/909) was referring to to when 
he defined love as replacing the lover’s characteristics with those of the 
Beloved.67 

Writing at the same time as al-Sarr j was Ab  lib al-Makk  (d. 386/996), 
who in his Sufi manual Q t al-qul b f  mu‘ malat al-ma b b wa wa f ar q al-
mur d ila maq m al-tawh d places love as the ninth and the final stage of the 
stations of certainty (maq m t al-yaq n). However, he does not provide any 
definitions of love nor of any mystical theories related to it. He rather 
emphasized the dogmatic Qur nic-based relationship between love and faith, as 
the various degrees of love correspond to one’s level of faith. Consequently, love 
reaches its optimum level with the completion of one’s faith. He explained his 
dichotomy further by indicating the existence of two kinds of love: one is the 
general type which is located in the outer cavity of the heart, which he called the 
fu’ d, whereas the special love is located in the inner cavity of the heart itself, 
the qalb. Al-Makk  then treated extensively all the concomitant indications and 
implications of the special second kind of love which manifests itself through 
various ways. At this point, al-Makk  did not differ much from other Sufi 
scholars as he reiterated the main features of the special love of gnostics such as 
favoring God’s will above all else; complying with and obeying the divine 
commands; ceaseless invocation of God (dhikr); finding pleasure in intimate 
conversations with Him; and showing patience in the face of calamities 
(bal y ).68 

In al-Ris la al-Qushayriyya, written by ‘Abd al-Kar m al-Qushayr  (d. 
465/1074) – and unlike al-Sarr j in his al-Luma‘ – no systematic theory of love 
(ma abba) with clearly delineated parameters appears, as al-Qushayr  handled 
the term “love” first from a linguistic perspective before explaining its 
specifically Sufi usage. He then collected various definitions formulated by 
previous Sufi scholars who provided different descriptions of love. These he 
easily combined under a number of main themes, some of which were relevant 
to compliance to God’s will and to inclining the heart of the lover towards the 
Beloved, as stated by Ab  ‘Al  A mad al-Rudhb r  (d. 322/934?) and al- rith 
al-Mu sab  (d. 243/857). Some Sufi scholars practically related love to 
obedience and interpreted it as an act of worship such as Sahl ibn ‘Abdullah al-

                                                            
67 Al-T s , al-Luma‘, 86, 87, 88, see also Joseph Lumbard, “From ubb to ‘Ishq: The 
Development of Love in Early Sufism,”  365-367, see also Joseph Lumbard, A mad al-Ghaz l , 
Remembrance, and the Metaphysics of Love (New York: SUNY Press, 2016), p. 127-128; 
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of Love, Ph.D. thesis, University of Leeds. (online unpublished version), 1999, 22-24. 
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al-tawh d (Beirut, D r dir, 1995), 1st ed., vol.2 , pp. 102, 103, 104, 107, see also Joseph 
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Tustar  (d. 283/896). Another major theme in defining love is the idea of taking 
upon the Beloved’s character traits and of stripping off one’s own, as was stated 
in the writings of al-Junayd and al- all j (d. 309/922).69  

In his Persian manual of Sufism, Kashf al-ma j b, ‘Al  Ibn ‘Uthm n 
Hujwir  (d. 465/1073 or 469/1077), followed al-Qushayr ’s opposition to the 
term ‘ishq and endorsed al-Makk ’s dichotomy of love as pertaining to the 
general kind on the one hand which results from seeing God’s bounties and 
blessings, and, on the other hand, the special kind which seeks God’s Essence 
and which sees all of God’s bounties as veils blocking him from reaching the 
Beloved. Hujwir  also discussed the issue of God’s love (ma abba) for man and 
reiterated al-Makk ’s definition that God’s love is related to favoring the beloved 
devotee and conferring upon him lofty states and noble stations. Following the 
path of previous scholars, Hujwir  defined the manifestation of the love of man 
for God in the heart as a form of glorification and restless passion for vision of 
the Beloved. Such impatient desire for proximity (qurb) is accompanied by 
ceaseless remembrance of God along with the severing of any associations with 
sensual passion, as the lover submits himself humbly to love. Hujwir  quotes 
Sumn n al-Mu ibb (d. 298/910) who asserted that love is the foundation upon 
which all the spiritual states and lofty stations are established. That being said, 
Hujwir  stated that although all the Sufi shaykhs are inagreement with Sumn n’s 
view about the prime position of love, some are more inclined to hide the 
doctrine of “Divine love”, preferring to call it purity ( afwa) or poverty (faqr) 
instead, an indication of the lover’s abjuring his own will in compliance with 
that of the Beloved’s.70 

Ab  mid al-Ghaz l  (d. 505/1111) elaborated his position on love 
extensively in his chapter on mystical love in his magnum opus ‘I y ’ ‘ul m al-
d n where he asserted the necessity of knowledge as an essential prerequisite of 
love.71 He then divided love into various types, the first of which is the love of 
one’s own self in terms of preservation and safety. The second type is the love 
of benefaction from whoever brings benefits to the self. The third type is to love 
something for its own right without any benefit or pleasure derived for oneself, 
which is considered as true love, such as the love of beauty and goodness. The 
fourth type of love is loving beauty in the moral and inner sense of the term and 
not only in its outer forms and shapes, such as loving beautiful ethics and noble 
characteristics. The last kind of love is the result of the hidden affinity (al-
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mun saba al-khafiyya) between the lover and the beloved due to compatibility 
of spirits which has nothing to do with beauty or pleasure.  

Al-Ghaz l  commented on the last type by saying that this is the type where 
love is established between God and man and he interpreted it as only embracing 
God’s beautiful ethics. Without providing further explanation, he said it is better 
to be silent concerning full explanation of this stage of love and wait till it is 
revealed to the aspirants of the Sufi path after they complete all the necessary 
stages of the path and reach the ultimate stage of love.72 

The full expression of the metaphysical nature of love is found in the 
Saw ni  written by Ab  mid al-Ghaz l ’s younger brother, A mad al-Ghaz l  
(d.c. 520/1126), who placed love as ‘ishq in a primary position, identifying it as 
the Absolute which is God’s Essence with created beings defined as the self-
manifestation (tajall ) of the Divine.73 A mad al-Ghaz l ’s views on love were 
consonant with those of his older brother regarding the recondite nature of love, 
which evades any clear-cut explanation or definition. He described it as a 
“connecting band attached to both sides (i.e. the lover and the beloved). If its 
relation on the side of the lover is established, then the connection is necessarily 
established on both sides, for it is the prelude to Oneness.”74  

From this discussion we see how Ibn al-F ri  is in line with the earlier Sufi 
teachers who adopted the thought that love is the highest spiritual station and the 
final destination of the lover. Love is also considered to be the only route to reach 
a state of spiritual unity with the beloved; a concept which will be discussed in 
detail in the verses below: 

 
The Covenant of Love 
 

            ***         75 
And this was all: that thou didst show thyself  

76To me in thy most perfect attributes 
         ***         77 

Exceeding mortal beauty, and didst make 
Affliction my adornment, free entire 
For me to wear, the which, as come from thee, 

78.Proved my most fair and glorious ornament 
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         ***           79 
Be it removed 
Far from thy side, by exile, hatred, scorn, 

80Abscission of all hope, it would not yield 
            ***          81 

I have no other way that I may go 
Going from love away, and if I swerve 

82;I shall forswear my faithOne day therefrom,  
             ***        83 

Or had a stray desire for other love 
Than thine chanced in my mind though unawares 

84.condemned-Then were I proved apostate, self 
            ***              85 

Thine be the arbitration in my case: 
Do what thou wilt, for never have I yearned 

86.To turn away, but only unto thee 
             ***         87 

And by the covenant of holy troth 
Which thou didst take, what time I had not yet 
Appeared in manifest and outward guise 

88;As of a spirit clad in my clay’s shade 
            ***             89 

By that primeval pledge, unaltering 
Since first I took it, and the latter bond 

90;Too sacred to be loosed by ardour dimmed 
           ***         91 

By that thine attribute of absolute 
92t, shapeliest formPerfection, whence the lovelies 

            ***          93 
In all creation manifest derives; 
As by thy quality of majesty 
That doth my torment unto pleasure turn 

94;And make my very slaying seem most sweet  
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           ***          95 
As by the secret of a loveliness 
Thy emanation, the sole origin 
And perfecting of every elegance 

96;In all the world for ever visible  
          ***     97 

Thou truly art my heart’s desire, the goal 
 Of my long quest, the far and final end 

98.Of my soul’s search, my choice and chosen one 
           ***          99 

I never was bewildered, till I chose 
Thy love to be my faith; and ah, if thou 
Wert not the cause of my bewilderment, 

100!How great would my bewilderment have been 
   :       ***        101 

Whereat I said to her: ‘Behold, my soul 
Waiteth upon thee; it is thine to take; 
What matters it to me, that it should hap 

102?Within my hands 
Ibn al-F ri  narrates the first encounter between him and his beloved when 

her absolute divine beauty appeared to his eyes and how his soul was captivated 
by her charming everlasting fairness. He goes further, explaining that at the 
moment of the beloved’s revelation of her beauty the bitterness of affliction 
turned into the sweetness of an ornament gifted from the beloved to the lover.103 
After tasting the pleasure of her infatuating beauty, the poet states that he will 
remain adamant to stay faithful in his love even if his love was met by rejection, 
abandonment, estrangement or separation. Love became his only doctrine which, 
if he were to swerve away from it, would be tantamount to losing his faith.  

Ibn al-F ri  expresses the deepness of the beloved’s love in his heart and 
how if the thought of anyone else other than his beloved unintentionally crossed 
his heart, he would be doomed to renounce his doctrine of love. The poet then 
speaks about one of the concomitants of love which is losing the lover’s 
independent will as he becomes only a follower of the beloved’s wishes and of 
what she sees fit for him. In other words, the poet is content with whatever his 
beloved decides for him as he wishes for nothing except what his beloved 
desires.104  
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The poet then speaks about the origin of his passionate love, and the reason 
behind staying on the course of his faithful love, by mentioning the original 
covenant of love taken by God before the appearance of human beings on the 
earth when God asked the spirits before being integrated into clay-made bodies 
“Am I not your Lord?” (Al-A r f, 7:172) and they all answered affirmatively. 
This divine covenant of love was not tampered with nor was it broken by the 
poet as time did not change his unwavering love nor weaken it. He also mentions 
being faithful to the second covenant of love which came as a confirmation to 
the first and which was sealed by the Prophets who were sent to remind human 
beings of their divine pact of love with their Beloved, i.e. God, and to affirm the 
rules of lordship (rub biyya).1  

The poet turns to describe the divine manifestation of the beloved’s 
attributes reflected on the Perfect Man (al-ins n al-k mil) whose inner image is 
composed of divine names, attributes, and morals and this goes in accordance 
with the Prophetic tradition, “God created Adam in His image.” As for the outer 
image of Adam it was as God describes it: “We created humans in the best form” 
(Al-T n, 95:4), and this perfection in form was not given to any creature other 
than to human beings.2 

Ibn al-F ri  accompanied the divine attribute of perfection (kam l) to the 
two other divine attributes of majesty (jal l) and beauty (jam l). These two 
attributes are opposite to each other in meaning as the former indicates 
degradation, abasement, and torment for those subjected to it, whereas the latter 
refers to proximity, dignity, and elegance. Ibn al-F ri  explains that when the 
beloved’s attribute is jal l it only means outer subdual (kahr jal ) and apparent 
subjection, whereas in essence lies hidden tenderness, delicacy, and subtlety (lu f 
khaf ). Subdual leads the lover to break away from the shackles of being (wuj d) 
which prevent him from proximity (qurb) to the beloved. Therefore, affliction is 
sweetened by the hidden pleasure lying underneath it as the lover is rewarded 
with proximity to his beloved. As for the attribute of beauty for the beloved, it is 
absolute subtlety and tenderness as it draws the lover to witness and experience 
first-hand the beauty of divine manifestation of the Self, not the contingent 
manifestation of beauty on creation. Ibn al-F ri  when explaining the divine 
attribute of beauty, emphasized that the beauty found in created beings is solely 
derived from divine beauty. As for the perfection of beauty, it is related to love. 
This means when love is associated with beauty, beauty reaches its perfection.3 

Ibn al-F ri , after narrating the aspects of the divine beauty of his beloved, 
declares that his beloved is the wish of his heart, his sole aim and his only choice. 
He continues illustrating the reason of his unwavering love and how his heart 
never fell into dazzlement before witnessing her dashing divine beauty which 
was disclosed to him after embracing love to be his way and doctrine.4 The 
poet goes further to prove his sincerity in love by stating that his soul attached 
to his body is the only remaining part of his existence by which he enjoys the 
                                                            
1 Al-Kash n , Kashf al-wuj h al-ghur, 62-63. 
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3 Ibid., 64. 
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proximity of the beloved, yet if the beloved sees fit, he would willingly gives up 
his soul as the only owner of his soul is his beloved, so she can do as she wishes.1  

As we can see one of the main themes of the above mentioned verses is 
the divine covenant of love and its great impact on both nourishing divine love 
instilled in the heart of the lover and elevating his spiritual status to enjoy the 
spiritual unity with his beloved. Ibn ‘Arab  described love as the motivating force 
at the divine level of God’s creative activities. In his commentary on the famous 
sacred hadith of the Hidden Treasure, Ibn ‘Arab  stated that the ultimate purpose 
that God aimed to achieve through creation was love. God loves to be known so 
He turns His love towards things in their non-existent state and says to them ‘be’ 
and they came to be so that He might be known by every sort of knowledge.2 
Chittick identified the origin of divine love and the essential role that love played 
in initiating the story of creation. He emphasized that the Divine Trust (am na) 
that God gave Adam in particular and humankind in general is interpreted as the 
covenant of love between the Creator and the created human beings.3 

The concept of the Divine Trust (am na), better known as a covenant of 
love between man and God, plays a direct role in reaching divine love. 
According to Ibn ‘Aj ba, the divine trust was carried by human beings as a result 
of three covenants of love to which their spirits pledged themselves. The first 
covenant of love was taken in pre-eternity in the realm of power (jabar t) when 
a handful of light (qab a n r niyya) was extracted from the core of the Great 
Spirit (al-r  al-a’zam) called the ‘Grand Adam’ (adam al-kab r). The covenant 
at this point was not confessed by the tongue as the spirits were as yet 
undeveloped. The second covenant of love was taken at the day of alastu (S rat 
al-A z b, 33:72) when the children of Adam were extracted from his loins. The 
spirits at this stage were more developed and had individual attributes such as 
hearing, sight, and speaking in order to be able to see God, listen to His speech, 
and affirm his Oneness. The third covenant was taken in this worldly life through 
the missions sent out by different prophets who act as reminders of the original 
two covenants made in pre-eternity.4 The most relevant Qur’ nic verse in this 
context is, “We offered the Trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains, 
but they refused to carry it and feared it and man carried it…” (33:72). The 
intricate relationship between the Divine Trust of love and the balance between 
qudra and ikma, and how understanding this entangled association leads to the 
perfection of divine love, is discussed by A mad Ibn ‘Aj ba (d. 1224/1809) at 
length.  

Creating equilibrium between divine power (qudra) and divine wisdom 
( ikma) so as to taste the beauty of divine love, in religious terms, can only be 
achieved through understanding the manifestation of the cosmos. The world of 

                                                            
1 Al-Kash n , Kashf al-wuj h al-ghur, 73. 
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ikma is the abode of the outer form of the religious law (shar ‘a) where rulings 
are carried out and religious obligations are manifest. As for the world of qudra, 
it is related to the inner realm of spiritual realities ( aq qa), where all matters are 
executed by God since, ultimately speaking, nothing has any existence save Him. 
Ibn ‘Aj ba believed that those who are loved by God behold both an outer vision 
of the shar ‘a so as to abide by the duties of servanthood and, similarly, have an 
inner insight to witness the aq qa which acknowledges that all actions are 
performed solely by God as they are unable to see any being except Him. 
Keeping this equilibrium intact is essential, since clinging solely to the outer 
forms of the shar ‘a without perceptive insight is deviance and perversion (fisq) 
– in the sense that the person is deprived from witnessing the beauty of the 
spiritual meanings which sustain and nurture the outer world of laws, just as 
having inner insight without abiding by the outer forms of religious obligations 
is heresy (zandaqa).1 

Combining the ability to witness God’s divine power (qudra), which 
supersedes all direct cause-and-effect relationships, with perception of the divine 
wisdom ( ikma), which ties results to their causes, according to Ibn ‘Aj ba, is 
the true definition of the divine Trust (am na) which combines in its fold both 
divine gnosis (ma‘rifa) and divine love ( ubb). In his esoteric commentary on 
the verse, “We had already taken the covenant of the Children of Israel and had 
sent to them messengers...” (S rat al-M idah, 5:70), Ibn ‘Aj ba elaborated that 
the “Covenant” spoken of here is related to bearing the divine trust (am na) 
which was borne by Adam as well as by all mankind. The covenant of am na 
entails, “the ability to recognize the grandeur of Lordship (‘azamat al-rub biyya) 
reflected in the manifestations of servanthood (ma hir al-‘ub diyya).”2 In other 
words, purifying the terrestrial earthly body from the passions of the lower self 
in order for the spirit, which originates from the heavenly world, to reunite with 
its divine origin, is the ultimate fulfillment of the divine trust (am na). Ibn ‘Aj ba 
clarified that carrying the burden of this covenant can only be realized fully and 
perfectly by the Prophets and the gnostics who have undertaken the necessary 
spiritual training to purify their spirit.3  

That being said, human beings in general were created with an innate 
disposition and ability to bear the divine trust (am na) of gnosis and love 
regardless of the terrestrial nature of the body which, if not purified, boosts the 
egoistic tendencies of the lower self. Ibn ‘Aj ba elaborated the differences 
between the nature of both the body and the spirit in his commentary on this 
verse, “It is he who created you from clay and then decreed a term…” (S rat al-
An m, 6:2). While the body of human beings is made of clay, he states, their 
spirit partakes of the divine lights and the divine secrets. Therefore, the body in 
relation to the spirit acts as a locus or a container of the lights of lordship 
(rub biyya) manifested in the spirit (r h). However, the illumination of the 
divine lights of the spirit does not shine forth except after purifying the clay from 
                                                            
1 Ibn ‘Aj ba, al-Ba r al-mad d, vol.2, 184, 185. 
2 Ibid., 64. 
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the defilement of sin and the lowliness of carnal desires. The triumph of the light 
of divinity over the darkness of the flesh allows the devotee to enter the realm of 
divine gnosis where he becomes a true bearer of the divine trust (am na).1  

Therefore, self-purification, according to Ibn ‘Aj ba, is essential for human 
beings to fulfill their role as God’s vicegerents on earth. The honorary position 
of bearing the divine trust (am na) given to the sons of Adam is accompanied 
with special characteristics which help human beings to attain gnosis and reach 
divine love. For example, human beings, being a manifestation of divine 
attributes, represent a small prototype of the whole universe with all the divine 
secrets contained in it. Also, by the virtue of man’s role as God’s vicegerent 
(khal fa), the whole universe acts as an aid and adjunct for the benefit of human 
beings so they can fulfill their role on earth as God’s vicegerents.2 The same 
concept was reiterated by Abd al- Az z al-Dabb gh (d. 1132/1719) when he 
described the human being as a microcosm wherein all the material and spiritual 
capacities of the world are contained.3 

Al-Qushayr  in his esoteric commentary on the same verse of am na 
(33:72) explained Adam’s acceptance of the Divine Trust as being because he 
perceived it as being a manifestation of divine gentleness (lu f), whereas the 
heavens and the earth identified the Trust as a manifestation of the divine 
attributes of Lordship and majesty and thus shied away from carrying it. He 
added further that Adam bore willingly the burden of the Trust because he 
realized that the Trust is carried in the heart which was prepared for such a 
sublime meaning.4 The same view was reiterated by Rash d al-D n Maybud  (fl. 
early 12th century) who asserted that Adam carried the Trust by believing it 
exemplified divine generosity, whereas the heavens and the earth looked at the 
grandiosity of the task ahead and thus fell short.5 

R zbih n Baql  (d. 606/1209) elucidated that the Trust of Lordship is 
characterized with singularity (infir d), annihilation (fan ’), and drunkenness 
(sukr) in passionate love (‘ishq) and that these qualities are associated with 
divinity (ul hiyya), and thus all created beings felt weak and were taken aback 
by the divine grandeur, except for Adam who stood still due to these divine 
qualities already being embedded in him, which had prepared him to bear the 
divine Trust. These qualities originated from the divine spirit (al-r  al-
qudsiyya) which were manifest when the light of the divine Essence (n r al-
dh t) was revealed to Adam in pre-eternity (al-qidam). Therefore, Adam could 
bear the divine Trust by the will of God, not by his own will. R zbih n elucidated 
further that Adam’s creation was the result of a combination of the theophany of 
both the divine Essence and Attributes enabling him to bear the divine Trust. He 
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concluded that metaphorically (maj zan) the divine Trust denotes love 
(ma abba), passionate love (‘ishq), and gnosis (ma’rifa).1  

Ruzbih n asserted that the first encounter between God and the human 
spirits was on the day of Alastu when He revealed for the first time His divine 
beauty which led the spirits to fall into passionate love with Him, and thus the 
Trust was a covenant of ‘ishq.2 Maybud  in his interpretation of the verse of the 
divine Trust also agreed that the Trust consisted of a pact of love which was 
sealed on the day of Alastu when Adam’s sons were asked, “Am I not your 
Lord?” and they replied “Yes, indeed!”. Preserving the seal of the Trust intact 
until it is returned to its owner is the mission of every trustee.3  

We notice from tracing the issue of the divine covenant of love in the 
works of some Sufi writers that the human being is the only creation whose heart 
is prepared to carry the trust of divine love and thus his status was elevated to be 
the lover of God. With the advancement of the lover on the path of love he 
reaches a state where the duality of the lover and beloved is lifted, and oneness 
of love returns, as will be seen in the coming verses. 

 
Divine Unity vs. Duality of Love 
 

         ***    4  
My sight saw her before me as I prayed 
My heart meanwhile beholding me imam 

 5;Of my imams 
             ***         6  

and this scarce wonder was 
That he who led the prayer led towards me, 
Since she, the qibla of my qibla lodged 

7;Within my heart 
  

           ***         8  
and all directions six 
To me had been directed, and therewith 
All acts of piety and pilgrimage 

9.Greater alike and lesser  
        ***      10 
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(Unto her 
At Abram’s station I perform my prayers 
And therein witness that to me she prayed: 

1.ng oneWe twain are one at prayer, prostrati 
          ***           2 

United, to his own reality 
3.) In each prostration 

           ***         4 
None had prayed to me 
Except myself, neither were my prayers said 

5.In every genuflexion save to me  
          ***       6 

The attributes 
Dividing us, whereof none there survived. 

7.Love here annulled and naughted utterly 
         ***      8 

and I did contemplate 
Myself by those same attributes whereby 
I from myself was veiled, alike when I 

9;Was present, and in occultation too 
       ***     10 

And I was whom I loved without a doubt, 
That same for whom my soul had to myself 

11Referred me; while my self myself had loved 
             ***           12 

Whatever youth 
Is comely, or whatever maid is fair. 
Their beauty of her loveliness is lent 

13;For them to wear 
             ***        14 

of her was Lubna’s Qais 
Distraught, nay, every lover—as Majnun 

15—Laila’s poor madman, or as Azza’s fond Kuthaiyir 
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             ***        1 
Nor was there other cause 
Save that she showed her in phenomena 
They thought were other, yet she did reveal 

2.Herself herself in them 
         ***           3 

She showed herself to lovers, wondrous fair 
4.Her shapes of beauty 

        ***      5 
Now as Lubna she 
Appeared, now as Buthaina, and again 

6.beloved-She was called Azza, Azza well 
            ***          7 

Other than she these were not, nor became  
Other: in her transcendent loveliness  

8.She hath no partner 
        ***       9 

So, by virtue of 
Oneness (as she displayed herself to me 
In all her beauty, clad in others’ forms)10 

Ibn al-F ri  discusses the penetration of love in his heart and how divine 
love brings him back in a spiritual state of unity (jam ) with his beloved. Ibn al-
F ri  points out that during ritual prayer with the physical eyes the leader of the 
prayer stands before him, whereas with the eyes of his heart he precedes 
everyone in prayer. Also the lover’s heart where his beloved resides becomes the 
real direction of prayer (qibla) because the actual direction of prayer – i.e. the 
Kaaba – is heading towards the beloved who resides in the heart of the lover and 
thus eventually the leader of prayer is directed towards the lover.11 

Ibn al-F ri  then refers to the spiritual state of unity or gathering (jam ) 
between the lover and the beloved by the virtue of which the lover is completely 
annihilated from his contemporary existence and is immersed fully in the 
everlasting divine existence. Therefore, he is no longer able to see his own 
existence as a separate entity away from the beloved in the state of jam  and that 
is what led him to say that when he performs his prayers for the sake of the 
beloved, he realizes that the beloved is the one who prayed for his sake. The state 
of jam  led the poet to believe that in every prostration the performer of the 
prayer is one and that he only prayed to himself as the duality of the lover and 
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the beloved is no longer applicable. In this state the poet sees with the eyes of 
the heart that there is no actual existence except that of God’s and that the outer 
existence of all creation is nothing but a shadow to the inner souls. Thus the lover 
and the beloved are one, and the affection of the lover towards the beloved is 
only possible when the beloved initiates this love and directs it to the lover. At 
this moment the lover and beloved are seen as one and thus the poet expressed 
that when he as a lover directs his prayers to the beloved, he actually directs his 
prayers to himself as the lover and the beloved become one.1 

The poet explains that love was initiated by the beloved in the world of 
command ( lam al-amr) where the lover only existed in the mind of the beloved 
as knowledge-based existence (wuj d ilm ). The beloved at that time granted 
love as a gift to the lover before the latter’s actualized or individualized existence 
(wuj d ayn ) in the world of creation ( lam al-khalq). Once the lover came to 
the world of creation, the duality of attributes as lover and beloved were in place, 
but the beloved was jealous and wanted the state of unity and gathering to 
resume. Therefore, the contingent attributes ( if t ditha) which appeared in 
the world of creation and constituted this duality were lifted by the beloved and 
hence the lover and beloved became whole again as they once were in the world 
of command.2  

Ibn al-F ri  reaches the final station of his journey, titled the station of 
witnessing (maq m al-shuh d), where he becomes in a state of subsistence 
(baq ) after experiencing the state of annihilation (fan ). Usually the state of 
annihilation is defined as eradicating the traces of human selfhood and totally 
immersing one’s self in the divine presence. This state is followed by baq  
where the human selfhood is returned but this time is accompanied by the 
awareness of the divine presence. The knowledge of the divine presence at this 
stage is ‘odd presence’ ( a ra witriyya) as both the divine self and attributes 
both appear without being veiled by each other. Here the poet at this stage 
realized that he is the beloved self and he was veiled from this truth by 
contemporary human attributes. Once the veil is revealed, he realized the truth 
that the lover is the beloved as upon the Prophetic tradition, “The one who knows 
himself, knows his Lord” (man arafa nafsahu arafa rabbahu).3 

Ibn al-F ri  discusses the issue of the divine beauty of the beloved and 
how the fairness of every beautiful woman is originated and taken as a loan from 
the divine radiating beauty of the beloved. The poet goes further to explain that 
all the famous poet-lovers in history – such as Qays who fell in love with Lubn , 
Majn n who was smittened with Layl , and Kuthayr who cherished Azza – in 
essence they did not love, were not smitten, and did not cherish anyone but the 
divine beloved whose beauty was reflected upon different manifestations which 
in turn radiated with beauty. This means that the beloved veiled her beauty by 
using the medium of manifestation to reflect her beauty on creation. Kash n , in 
explaining this concept, used the example of the sun whose radiant lights, 
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whenever reflected on colored glass bottles, are reflected in different shapes and 
colors based on the shapes and colors of the bottles. Let’s assume there are 
people who reside in a house and never go out of it, and have thus never seen 
sunlight, and all they hear is its description as one simple encompassing light 
that does not have a color or shape. When the sun light is reflected on the glass 
bottles, some might assume that these different colored and shaped lights is 
exactly the light of the sun, whereas others might realize that these different 
shapes and colors of the lights are contradictory to the description they heard and 
thus realize that these colored lights are only a manifestation of the original light 
of the sun formed in various shapes and colors. They also realize that the 
different manifestations of sunlight do not negate its simplicity, encompassing 
nature and unity. The same goes for the radiating divine beauty of the beloved 
and how it was manifested on various shapes and forms, yet in essence they are 
all but a reflection of the original divine beauty of the beloved. Therefore all the 
lovers in appearance might be in love with the dashing beauty of different 
beloveds – such as the beauty of Lubn  the beloved to her lover Qays, or 
Buthayna the beloved of Jam l, or Azza the beloved of Kuthayr – but in essence 
they are mesmerized by the divine ravishing sight of the beloved whose beauty 
is not shared by anyone else. This means that all the manifestations of beauty are 
only a drop in the ocean of the divine beauty of the beloved.  

In our attempt to analyze the main Sufi concepts embedded within the 
abovementioned verses, we find that one of the main themes in these verses is 
the issue of duality of the lover and beloved and how Ibn al-F ri  was keen to 
erase this duality which happened due to the spirit being attached to the body 
and thus temporal attributes separated the lover and beloved, and created this 
agonizing duality. Thus it would be of help to spend the next few pages citing 
briefly the classical scholarly opinions of earlier Sufis on this issue and how they 
attempted to solve the paradox of the lover-beloved duality in order to reach 
divine unity with the Beloved. Through this brief analysis we will be better able 
to understand Ibn al-Farid’s concept of divine unity through analyzing how he 
explained the subtlety of divine love. 

Ab  al-Q sim al-Junayd (d. 297/910) in his treatise on God’s unity 
(tawh d) asserted that the self is only veiled from itself by itself and the only way 
to witness God is through Him. In other words, the reality of witnessing God 
(shuh d) is only obtained through the annihilation of our own self-existence.1 
He further cited the example of Moses when God said to him, “I have chosen 
thee for My service”,2 naming this spiritual station as the station of “being 
chosen for service” (is in ’). At this station the devotee’s entire affairs are bound 
to God as he is totally annihilated from himself and later is annihilated from his 
own annihilation. At this stage, his existence only subsists through the reality of 
the annihilation of his existence.3 
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R zbih n al-Baql  in his ‘Ar ’is al-bay n also explained the process of 
how the devotee might reach such a stage of union. He said that the devotee’s 
love for God is a manifestation of the divine attribute of love illuminating his 
heart and shining upon his spirit. Therefore, the devotee’s love of God is a 
reflection of divine love shining within him. At this stage, love, the lover, and 
the beloved are all seen with the eyes of Unity as one entity. R zbih n added 
that this description is the interpretation of the Prophet’s ad th1 in which he 
described the lover who is united with the Beloved in His attributes, “…and if I 
loved him, I would become his eyesight, hearing, tongue and hand”.2 Ibn ‘Arab  
reiterated the same meaning when he explained that the lover (mu ibb) reaches 
a point where he practically identifies himself with God and takes His attributes 
by the virtue of love and at this point the lover begins to see the world from a 
unitary perspective in which divine beauty is manifested in all creation and thus 
falls in love with everything.3 

R zbih n believed that this meaning of divine unity was the one which al-
all j was trying to express in verse when he said: 

I am the One whom I love and the One whom I love is myself 
We are two souls incarnated in one body 
If you see me, you see Him 
If you see Him, you see us4  
A mad al-Ghaz l  in his Persian treatise on the metaphysics of love, 

Saw ni , provided the ontological framework in which love played a vital role 
in returning the duality of the lover and the beloved back to their original divine 
state of Unity (taw d) wherein love becomes the final goal of the novice’s 
spiritual journey. The two important factors in Ghaz l ’s spiritual journey are the 
spirit of the novice and love. The start of the journey is marked with both love 
and the spirit, which represents the lover, standing apart. Through progression 
on the path, the spirit of the lover is gradually annihilated and what is seen 
reflected in the mirror is love manifested in the image of the beloved which 
marks the pinnacle of mystical knowledge. The final stage of the journey 
requires the perishing of both the form and the attributes of the beloved, as only 
love represents the point of unity (taw d).5 For al-Ghaz l  love is not a divine 
attribute, but rather is regarded as the Absolute Reality, identical to God’s 
Essence.6  
                                                            
1 Al-Sunan al-kubr  li’l-Bayhaq , ed. Mu ammad ‘Abd al-Q dir ‘Att  (Beirut: D r al-Kutub al-
‘Ilmiyya, 2003), 3rd ed., vol. 10, pp. 370, ad th no: 20980. 
2 R zbih n al-Baql , ‘Ar ’is al-bay n, vol.1, pp. 317, see also Laury Silvers, A Soaring Minaret: 
Abu Bakr al-W sit  and the Rise of Baghdadi Sufism (Albany, SUNY press, 2010), 58.   
3 Claude Addas, “The Experience and Doctrine of Love in Ibn ‘Arab ”, JMIAS, XXXII (2002), 
25-44. 
4 Al-Baql , ‘Ar ’is al-bay n, vol.1, 317. Al-W si  had previously voiced the same opinion 
regarding the manifestation of God in all things, which returns all manifested forms to a state of 
divine unity. He said, “He left no self for the creatures after He reported about Himself that He 
is the First (al-Awwal), the Last (al- khir), the Manifest (al- hir), and the Non-Manifest (al-
B in) (Q 57:3). See Laury Silvers, A Soaring Minaret: Abu Bakr al-W sit  and the Rise of 
Baghdadi Sufism, pp. 64, see also al-T s , Luma’, 428. 
5 A mad al-Ghaz l , Saw ni , trans. Nasrollah Pourjavady, (London: KPI Limited, 1986), 86, 87. 
6 Al-Ghaz l , Saw ni , pp. 4, see also Joseph Lumbard, “From ubb to ‘Ishq: The Development 
of Love in Early Sufism,” 348, 350, 351. See also Fakhr al-D n ‘Ir q , Lama‘ t. English 
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One of the essential works written in imitation of the Saw ni  was Fakhr 
al-D n ‘Ir q ’s Lama‘ t in which he seconded A mad al-Ghaz l ’s opinion 
regarding love being God’s Essence. He further explained his view, “…love is 
too holy for non-manifestation and manifestation. It wanted to manifest its own 
perfection, which is identical with its essence and attributes, so it presented itself 
to itself in the mirror of Lover and Beloved…”.1  

In contrast to A mad al-Ghaz l ’s identification of love with the Absolute, 
we find Maybud  adopting another view which asserts that the Beloved is the 
Absolute and not love. In associating the Absolute with the Beloved, Maybud  
aimed at eliminating all dualities, which would still exist in the conceptualization 
of the lover and the beloved proposed by A mad al-Ghaz l . Therefore, seeking 
love is not the ultimate aim for the lover according to Maybud , but rather it is 
reaching the Beloved.2 That is why he said, 

 Rush on towards love, and then don’t get caught there 
 Go on beyond love (‘ishq) and being in love (‘ shiq )3 
As a matter of fact, Maybud ’s attempt at eliminating duality stems from 

his teacher ‘Abdullah al-An r  (d. 481/1088) who eloquently spoke about the 
unity of divine love when he said, “O God, all love is between two, so there is 
no room for a third. In this love, all is You, so there is no room for me”.4 

Another important Persian treatise on the nature of divine love through 
commenting on the Divine Names was written by A mad al-Sam‘ n  (d. 
534/1140). He beautifully explained that the verse, “He loves them and they love 
Him” (Al-M idah, 5:54) is the only verse which explicitly indicates that a divine 
attribute is shared equally between God and human beings. He went further 
saying that all the other divine qualities mentioned in the Qur’ n denotes, “God’s 
greatness and man’s smallness, God’s omniscience and man’s ignorance, God’s 
power and man’s weakness”.5 

It is also worth noting that the philosophical approach of Ibn S na towards 
the issue of divine love was influential in shaping the perception of later Sufi 
scholars. Ibn S n  emphasized the loving nature of God according to which He 
is both a lover and beloved and indicated love as God’s Essence when he said, 
“…so love is identical with the Essence and with Being, by which I mean the 
Sheer Good”.6 He also explained the yearning of human beings to reach a 
spiritual union with God and referred to it as the inborn love with which human 
beings are endowed. Due to this inborn love, the Absolute Good (i.e. God), 
manifests Himself in those who love Him in different degrees corresponding to 

                                                            
translation by William Chittick and Peter Lamborn Wilson as Fakhrudd n ‘Ir q : Divine Flashes, 
(New York: Paulist Press, 1982), 4, 5. 
1 Chittick, “Divine and Human Love in Islam,” 172. 
2 Annabel Keeler, Sufi Hermeneutics: The Qur’ n Commentary of Rash d al-D n Maybud  (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2006), 198. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Chittick, “Divine and Human Love in Islam”, 174. 
5 Ibid., 173.  
6 Ibid., 170.  
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the level of connection established with Him. The maximum point of proximity 
would be the point of unification (iti d).1  

In simpler terms, the spiritual journey of man in pursuit of reunion with 
God is described by many scholars as “the circle of existence” (d ’irat al-wuj d) 
where the journey begins with God and the manifestation of His divine 
Attributes through human beings, who in turn are on a quest to return back to 
their divine origin. The fuel igniting and subsisting the human being in this 
rigorous pursuit is love.2 

Al- all j in his writings discussed this concept extensively as his 
metaphysics of love centered upon the cultivation of love in the heart of the lover 
until he reaches union with God’s Essence.3 This union is the original state where 
the duality of the lover and beloved is dissolved. He explained his concept 
further by saying,  

“The dot is the origin of all lines and the line is nothing but dots combined. 
Thus neither the line can dispense with the dot nor can the dot dispense with the 
line. Also all lines whether straight or curved originates from the same dot. 
Therefore, all creation is a self-manifestation (tajall ) of the Divine and that is 
the reason why (I said), I see nothing except seeing God in it.”4 

Fakhr al-D n Ir q  in his Lama‘ t quoted al- all j who reiterated the same 
meaning in verse when he said, 

It is you or I, 
This reality in the eye? 
Beware beware 
Of the word “two”! 5 
Al-Suhraward  explains that once the spirit is purified from all its selfish 

tendencies, and love reaches its maximum level of purity and completion, the 
aspirant is transferred from being a lover to being a beloved. 6 This led al- all j, 
for example, among other Sufi teachers, to state that the essence of love is to be in 
union with the Beloved after being stripped of one’s own egoistic characteristics. 
The same meaning was reiterated by al-Sar  al-Saqat  (d. 253/867) who stated that 
love is not established among any couple until they say to each other, “O…I” (y  
an ).7 In this respect, al- all j expressed this meaning in poetry,  

I am the one who I love and the one who I love is Me 
We are two souls in one body8 

                                                            
1 Ibn S n , “A Treatise on Love,” trans. by Emil L. Fackenheim, Mediaeval Studies, 7 (1):208-
228 (1945), 225, cited by William Chittick, “Divine and Human Love in Islam,” 177.  
2 Chittick, The Sufi Path of Love: The Spiritual Teachings of Rumi (Albany: State University of 
New York, 1983), 6. 
3 Herbert W. Mason, Al- all j, (Surrey: Curzon Press, 1995), 15. 
4 Al- all j, Akhb r al- all j, ed. ‘Abd al- af z H shim, (Cairo: Maktabat al-Jind , ND), pp. 27, 
see also L. Lewisohn, “Sufism’s Religion of Love from R bi‘a to Ibn ‘Arab ”, 161, 162. 
5 Fakhr al-D n ‘Ir q , Lama‘ t. English translation by William Chittick and Peter Lamborn 
Wilson as Fakhrudd n ‘Ir q : Divine Flashes. (New York: Paulist Press, 1982), 77. 
6 Ab  af  ‘Umar Al-Suhraward , ‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif (Beirut: D r al-Kit b al-‘Arab , 1966), 1st 
ed., 504-506. 
7 Al-Qushayr , al-Ris la al-Qushayriyya, 323, 324, see also Joseph Lumbard, “From ubb to 
‘Ishq: The Development of Love in Early Sufism,” , 372. 
8 Al-Suhraward , ‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif, 508. 
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The theological origin of this doctrine can be traced back to the Prophet’s 
ad th, “Take on the character traits/ethical qualities of God.”1 These “ethics” 

are only realized after purifying oneself from passions and defilements in 
preparation for adopting divine ethics, the epitome of which is love. That being 
said, it is worth noting that love does not depend on – nor can it be considered 
to be directly caused by – purifying oneself from the promptings and the passions 
of the lower self, as love is a pure divine gift. Moreover, al-Suhraward  adds that 
purity of the lover’s self is a necessary condition for the lover’s elevation to the 
beloved’s position, at which point he takes on God’s divine character traits.2 

Al-An r  used the term ‘ishq in some of his letters and defined it as, “a 
burning fire and an ocean without shore. It is the spirt and the spirit of the spirit. 
It is story without end and pain without remedy… ‘ishq is both fire and water, 
both darkness and sun…. love burns the lover but not the beloved. ‘Ishq burns 
both seeker and sought.”3 The stage of love (ma abba) for An r  in ad mayd n 
consists of three levels (truthfulness, drunkenness, nonbeing) with the final level 
negating any traces of duality of the lover and beloved in the love of the Real.4 

A mad al-Ghaz l ’s theory of love works at two levels in relation to God, 
ontological and soteriological. The former deals with love as the Essence of God 
which is supported by the famous ad th of the hidden treasure, “I was a hidden 
treasure and I loved to be known, therefore I created creation in order that I would 
be known.” Based on this ad th all created beings are nothing but a self-
manifestation of God’s divine beauty. The latter level, soteriological, deals with 
the spiritual journey of the novice to reach love which is the Divine Essence. In 
this journey, the spiritual novice comes to the realization that in his heart he is a 
lover of God and that his heart is the place of manifestation of the love of the 
Beloved. The ultimate aim of the spiritual path is to traverse beyond both the 
duality of the lover and beloved so as to reach the Divine Essence, which is Love 
itself.5 He also differentiated between loveliness and belovedness and indicated 
that the latter needs a lover to thrive.6 The concept of transforming the duality of 
love, which consists of lover and beloved, to unity is one of the unique theories 
of A mad al-Ghaz l . 

A mad al-Ghaz l , in his theory regarding the pre-eternal existence of 
divine love expressed in yu ibbuhum (“a people whom He loves”), also said that 
the diacritical dot on the letter b ’ " "7 is like a seed that was planted in the soil 
                                                            
1 This ad th was cited by Man w  in his al-Ta‘ r f, section of letter L m (1/564), and by al-
Jurj n  in his Ta‘r f t, section of letter F ’, no. 1099, (1/2016). These two references are cited 
by Jal l al-D n al- uy , Ta’y d al- aq qa al-‘aliyya, ed. ‘ im al-Kiy l , (Beirut: D r al-Kutub 
al-‘Ilmiyya, 2006), 1st ed., 83. 
2 Al-Suhraward , ‘Aw rif al-ma‘ rif, 508. 
3 ‘Abdull h An r , Ma abbat N mah, in Majm ‘ah-yi ras ’il-i far -yi Khw jah ‘Abd All h An r , 
ed. Mu ammad Sarwar Mawl ’  (Tihran: Intish r t-i s, 1377/1998), 367, translated and cited by  
Joseph Lumbard, A mad al-Ghaz l , Remembrance, and the Metaphysics of Love, 140.  
4 Joseph Lumbard, A mad al-Ghaz l , Remembrance, and the Metaphysics of Love, 139-140.  
5 Ibid., 114-116. 
6 A mad al-Ghaz l , Saw ni , 15, 31, see also Joseph Lumbard, “From ubb to ‘Ishq: The 
Development of Love in Early Sufism”, 348, 350; L. Lewisohn, “Sufism’s Religion of Love from 
R bi‘a to Ibn ‘Arab ,” 166, 167, 168; Omid Safi, on the Path of Love towards the Divine, 32, 33. 
7 This letter b ’ “ ” is the second letter in the Arabic alphabet and corresponds to the letter “b” 
in English. It is also marked with having a dot underneath it. 
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of (yu ibbuna) “a people who loves Him” and when the seed grew and flourished 
into fruit, the fruit had the same essence of love as the seed. In other words, the 
love of human beings towards God is nothing but the same love that was instilled 
in them in the first place by God.1 Ab  mid al-Ghaz l , the older brother of 
A mad al-Ghaz l , pointed out the difference between God’s love for man and 
vice-versa through defining the former to be bringing the servant close in 
proximity and purifying his heart in order to be able to witness God. As for the 
latter, he indicated that man’s love for God is “his inclination to grasp the 
perfection without which he is destitute and lacking…”.2 

‘Ir q  as well expressed the precedence of divine love before the existence 
of love duality between God and man, 3 

In those days 
     before a trace 
of the two worlds 
     no “other” yet imprinted 
on the Tablet of Existence 
     I, the Beloved and Love 
lived together 
     in the corner 
Of an uninhabited cell. 
Investigating the concept of duality on a wider perspective, that is, the 

universe, will enable us to understand how the cosmic law of duality runs on 
both the micro scale (human beings) and the macro scale (the universe) and the 
impact of this duality on finding divine unity and love. The Moroccan Sufi 
scholar A mad Ibn ‘Aj ba views the dual nature of the universe as a tool assisting 
the seeker in his quest for divine love. Citing this verse “Indeed, in the creation 
of the heavens and the earth and the alternation of the night and the day are signs 
for those of understanding” (S rat l Imr n, 3:190), he explains that God 
revealed His Unity in the duality of opposites such as light and darkness, qudra 
and ikma, meaning and form. The reason behind creating all forms in pairs was 
so human beings might see beyond the binary polarities of existence and find the 
underlying Unity of meaning in the multiplicity of forms, as these multiple 
manifestations are all an indication of the oneness of its Creator.4 He further 
added that once a devotee realizes the sublime meanings that are hidden beyond 
the solidified physical forms, he will become totally submerged in spiritual 
meanings without paying any heed to physical forms. For this reason, Ibn Aj ba 
interpreted Prophet Abraham’s answer when he saw a star setting, “I don’t love 
those that set” (6:76) to refer to Abraham’s disregarding temporal sentient forms, 
and witnessing the meaning behind them.5 all j also shared the same opinion 
when he defined gnosis to be “the exhaustion of the outer form in the depth of 

                                                            
1 Omid Safi, “On the Path of Love towards the Divine: A Journey with Muslim Mystics,” 31.  
2 William Chittick, “Divine and Human Love in Islam,” 178.  
3 Fakhr al-D n ‘Ir q , Lama‘ t, 74. 
4 Ibn ‘Aj ba, al-Ba r al-mad d, vol.1, 449. 
5 Ibid., vol 2, 137, see also Laury Silvers, A Soaring Minaret: Abu Bakr al-W sit  and the Rise 
of Baghdadi Sufism, 75.   
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inner meaning” (istihl k al- is f  al-ma‘na).1 Therefore, gnostics do not perceive 
forms as independent beings, but rather as emanations of the light of divine 
Unity.2 A Sufi poet expressed this meaning in verse, 

Since I knew God, I have not seen others save Him 
As all others for us are forbidden3 
Ibn ‘Arab  – and subsequently Ibn al-F ri  as well – was keen to stress that 

the Unity of Being does not indicate that God and His creatures have a single 
essence, and was adamant to make the distinction between God and man very 
clear and to keep this duality intact through repeatedly stating that creation is the 
manifestation of God’s divine Attributes and Names, but not His Essence.4 In 
many parts of al-Fut t al-Makkiyya Ibn ‘Arab  emphasized that God and the 
world are two separate entities. In the introduction of al-Fut t for instance, he 
wrote: “All praise is due to God who found things out of non-existence”.5 More 
importantly, Ibn ‘Arab  was a strong opponent of employing the term 
‘ontological unification’ (taw d al-wuj d) which denotes a unity of the Creator 
with the created. He also advised those Sufis who fell into the error of adopting 
the doctrine of ‘ontological unification’ to review the Qur’ nic texts which 
clearly distinguish between immanence and transcendence. Moreover, Ibn 
‘Arab  condemned the materialistic understanding of the theory of the Unity of 
Being and said, “Here the feet of some people have slipped from the path of 
realization, so that they say: ‘There is nothing but what you see’, making the 
world God, and God the same as the world, not something else.” Ibn ‘Arab  then 
comments: “But how could the property of the possible ever unite with the 
Necessary through Himself?”6 

 Ibn ‘Arab  also discussed the purpose of the creation of the world, stating 
that the whole universe was created so that God could be known and served, but 
only man is capable of combining divine knowledge and servanthood. Man is 
therefore the most perfect locus for the manifestations of the divine Names. Ibn 
‘Arab  further explained the uniqueness of human beings by saying that they 
were created to reflect two images: the interior image in the heart as the locus 
for the divine Names, and the exterior image of the body to reflect worldly 

                                                            
1 Ibn ‘Aj ba, al-Ba r al-mad d, vol.2, 153. 
2 Ibid., 153. 
3 Ibid., 153. Imam Ja‘far al- diq as well in his tafs r touched upon the divine wisdom behind 
the dual nature of creation in his esoteric commentary on this verse, “we created all things in 
pairs, so you may reflect and ponder” (51:49), explaining that pondering upon the duality of pairs 
in creation with an eye of oneness leads the thinker to take refuge in divine unity so as to escape 
from the plurality of the created forms. See Farhana Mayer, Spiritual Gems: The Mystical Qur’an 
Commentary ascribed to Ja‘far al-Sadiq as contained in Sulami’s Haqa’iq al-Tafsir (Louisville: 
Fons Vitae, 2011), 222. 
4 Su‘ d ak m, “Unity of Being in Ibn ‘Arab : A Humanist Perspective,”, 23, 24. 
5 Mahmut Ay, Kur’an’ n Tasavvuf  Yorumu, 406, see for further details Mahmut Ay, Kur’an’ n 
Tasavvuf  Yorumu, 409, 410. 
6 K. al-Kut b, in Ras il Ibn Arab , 402 cited by Bakr  Aladdin, “Oneness of Being (wa dat al-
wuj d),” 20. For further elaboration see Fut t: III, 161.16. Cited by Chittick, The Sufi Path of 
Knowledge, p. 352, Fut t, II, 21.35. Cited by Chittick, The Sufi Path of Knowledge, 89-90, 
Fut t, II, 484.23. Cited by Chittick, The Sufi Path of Knowledge, pp. 90, found in Leonard 
Lewisohn, An Overview of Ibn ‘Arab ’s Theory of Wa dat al-Wuj d, 2. 
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images and various forms. Therefore, man, according to Ibn ‘Arab , is the axis 
of existence and the vicegerent of God on earth.1 

According to Ibn ‘Arab , the theory of the Unity of Being is also based on 
and connected to the idea of divine love since love generates the desire “to 
annihilate and be annihilated, to sustain and be sustained”.2 The concept of 
divine love assumes some kind of affinity between the lover and beloved, that 
is, God and man. This affinity is only in place due to the existence of some sort 
of commonality or a shared meaning between the lover and beloved, based on 
which all obstacles for separation can be removed and unification reached. Ibn 
‘Arab  stated that this meaning shared between God and man are the Divine 
Attributes which take man as their locus of manifestation so that servanthood 
becomes the place of self-disclosure of Lordship.3 This explanation was 
reiterated by Fargh n  when he defined love as being: “an inward inclination 
toward reaching a perfection. Its reality is a unifying relation between the seeker 
and the sought, its meaning is the 

domination of that which brings about unification and sharing, and its 
effect is the disappearance of that which brings about differentiation and 
diversity between the seeker and the sought.”4  

Unification between the lover and beloved can be reached through the 
reflection of the Divine Attributes within human beings who act as an outward 
manifestation of these Attributes. In this way, God becomes manifest in the 
world of forms. For this reason Ibn ‘Arab  defined “the hidden treasure” in the 
famous ad th to be the Divine Attributes which God loved to be known through 
their manifestation in the world of creation.5 Al-Qunaw  explained the reason for 
God’s love for man as follows, “the Beloved loves the lover because he is the 
cause of His Distinct-Vision of His own Perfection within him and the locus 
within which the dominating-force of His Beauty exercises its influence and 
spreads its properties. Therefore (man is also) the beloved and (he is) the mirror 
of the Lover.”6 In other words, God loves Himself and loves to see the beauty 
and perfection of His Divine Attributes manifested in the world of forms. 
Therefore the lover and beloved are one.7 

 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, through analyzing some of the main themes of Ibn al-F ri ’s 

The Ode of the T iyyah, we find that Ibn al-F ri  is in line with the classical 
Sufi teachers in his understanding of patience and its different categories. He 
eloquently expressed his spiritual elevation from one degree of patience to the 
next. He started the first degree of patience with being resilient not to complain 
his suffering in the path of love and not to share his agony of both his body and 
                                                            
1 Su‘ d ak m, “Unity of Being in Ibn ‘Arab : A Humanist Perspective,”  24, 25. 
2 R. W. J. Austin, “Meditations on the Vocabulary of Love and Union in Ibn ‘Arab ’s Thought,” 
JMIAS, Vol. III, (1984), 18. 
3 Fakhr al-D n ‘Ir q , Lama‘ t, 19.  
4 Fakhr al-D n ‘Ir q , Lama‘ t, 17. 
5 Ibid., 19-22.  
6 Ibid., 25.  
7 Ibid., 26.  
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heart resulting from being seperated from his beloved. The second degree and a 
more refined state is being content with the divine decree without having any 
impact of either happiness or sadness on his heart. At this stage the heart is in a 
state of submission to the divine decrees without questioning, rejecting, or 
rebelling against them. The final and the most elevated status of patience is the 
patience of the lovers where due to the power of love the bitterness of affliction 
turns into sweetness as the lover realizes that the causer of affliction is no one 
else but his beloved. Recognizing the beloved as the source of pain and suffering 
sweetens the bitterness of affliction and turns the pain into pleasure.  

We also noticed how the poet expressed the power and the depth of his 
love to the beloved and how he paid no attention to the physical sickness or the 
emotional strain that he was subjected to due to his suffering from seperation 
from his beloved. The love of the beloved led Ibn al-F ri  to prefer death than 
living with the rejection of the beloved as the real life of the heart is only when 
the beloved resides in it. The poet also at this juncture highlighted one of the 
consequences of the fire of love ignited in the heart of the lover, which is burning 
the individual will of the lover.  

Therefore, the lover does not wish for anything other than what his beloved 
chooses and wishes for him. In other words, the lover’s only concern is the 
contentment of the beloved. Although an apparent self sacrifice, the poet refused 
to take any credit for his extreme devotion to his beloved as he explained that 
the source of his strength is witnessing the dashing beauty of his beloved which 
lightens any suffering in love.  Ibn al-F ri  narrates the first time his eyes fell on 
the dazzling charm of his beloved in the day of alastu was when the divine 
covenant of love was sealed in his heart and the doctrine of love became his 
faith.  

The poet while mentioning the divine attribute of beauty, did not forget to 
discuss the divine attribute of subdual and how what seems as an outer subjection 
is infact an inner tenderness. Here we see how Ibn al-F ri  employed afflictions 
which is the manifestation of subdual as a medium through which the lover can 
be set free from the heaviness of the temporal attributes which seperate him away 
from his beloved. In other words, afflictions and calamities are the ways of the 
beloved to bring his lover in proximity. Once the lover is able to annihilate his 
own temporal existence, he enjoys witnessing the exquisite beauty of the beloved 
which elevates his love to perfection.  

The idea of the quest of the lover in the path of love to reach his beloved 
creates an inevitable paradox of duality, of lover and beloved. Ibn al-F ri  solved 
this problem when he described his experience of spiritual gathering with God 
during the state of jam  which is only possible when the lover is annihilated from 
his own temporal existence to be totally submerged in the divine existence. Only 
then does the lover start to see creation as nothing but a shadow with no 
substantial real existence, the only real existent being his beloved. This 
understanding leads to realizing that the divine charm and dazzling beauty of the 
beloved when manifested in the tapestry of creation, becomes apparent in the 
world of creation. In other words, all beauty manifested in this world is 
originated from the divine beauty of the beloved.  
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The story of love according to Ibn al-F ri  begins with love initiated by 
the beloved in the world of command, and was given as a gift to the lover before 
his actual individualized existence in the world of creation. Once the lover was 
bestowed existence in the world of creation, terrestial features and temporal 
attributes were instilled in him, and thus he was seperated from the beloved with 
the lover-beloved duality. If we think of love as a circle, the starting point should 
be the same as the ending point. In other words, to complete the story of love, 
the lover and beloved need to be whole again with no room for duality. Ibn al-
F ri  alerts us to the spiritual teaching that annihilating human attributes and 
temporal characteristics is the key to subsisting with the beloved and of 
celebrating spiritual unity. 
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